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Abstract
Aim of study: Innovations of “primary breakdown process” which is the first step of log sawing process were evaluated with their reasons and results.

Area of study: Primary log breakdown process were investigated with products of domestic and foreign log sawing machine manufacturers, scientific studies and operations at especially foreign sawmills.

Material and Methods: Log quality assessment techniques, sawing techniques and sawing machines were compared with conventional methods.

Main results: Losses during the log sawing can be minimized with small but effective innovations. However, domestic sawmills which are foreign-dependent on especially raw material (log) should consider their financial situations while taking an investment decision.

Research highlights: Domestic sawmills can try “non-destructive evaluation techniques” for required evaluations while before, during and after the primary breakdown process.
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Birincil tomruk biçme işlemiyle ilgili yaklaşımlar

Özet
Çalışmanın amacı: Tomruk biçme işleminin ilk aşaması olan “Birincil tomruk biçme prosesi” ile ilgili geliştirilen yeniliklerin, sebepleri ve sonuçlarıyla birlikte irdelenmiştir.

Çalışma alanı: Yerli ve yabancı tomruk biçme makinesi üreticilerinin ürünleri ve bilimsel çalışmalar ile özellikle ülkesi dışında faaliyet gösteren kereste fabrikalarında prosesin bu aşamasında yapılan yenilikler ele alınmıştır.

Materyal ve Yöntem: Tomruk kalitesinin değerlendirme yöntemleri, kullanılan biçme teknikleri ve biçme makinelerinin incelenmiş ve geleneksel yöntemlerle karşılaştırılmıştır.


Araştırma vurguları: Yerli üreticilerin bu proses öncesi, sırasında ve sonrasıda gerekli incelemelerin yapabildiği adına alternatif yöntemlerden tahribatsız değerlendirmeye yöntemlerinin değerlendirilmesi tavsiye edilmektedir.

Anahtar kelimeler: Tomruk, Birincil Biçme Prosesi, Randıman, Biçme, Şerit Testere
Introduction
Wood is a very valuable material. Wood and its raw material (tree) have important status for ecologic cycle of nature and also economic cycle of manufacturers. Therefore each processing stage of wood should be evaluated carefully. Each evaluation should be made according to raw material and fulfilled market requirements.

Solid wood processing starts with harvesting from forest. Long trunks are bucked to 3m - 6m length (Bucking). Logs are sorted according to some features e.g. length, diameter, specie, quality etc. (Sorting) and then barked (Barking). In sawmill, there are two main sawing stages: Primary and Secondary Log Breakdown.

Cylindrical-shaped logs or smooth-edged and big-sized cants are cut to slabs or four-squared lumbers in primary log breakdown process. But the outputs in this process are usually regarded as semi-finished and need some additional to undergo sawing process like edging, trimming, planing etc. defined as secondary breakdown (Figure 1). Defects such as wane, split etc. are removed from the material in this process.

However, some manufacturers do not need secondary breakdown process and utilize the pieces as “natural wooden products” (Figure 2).

Figure 1. Lumber production stages in sawmills (Illustration was created from thesis of Berglund (2014))

Figure 2. Natural wooden product (table) without secondary breakdown process (URL1, 2016)

Primary log breakdown process has many variables such as log properties, operator behavior, sawing equipment and techniques and customer requirements etc. Even if logs have many differences like taper, curve shapes, defects as knot, split etc. Although there are few standard sawing methods (plainsawn, quartersawn etc.), decision-making period can be complicated. However, it becomes easier by way of improving technology and scientific studies.

In this study, the major factors affecting primary log breakdown process were summarized and also some scientific studies and technological developments including non-destructive evaluation technologies, sawing optimization techniques and related equipment were evaluated.

Primary Log Breakdown Factors
Lumber recovery in sawmilling is determined by a confusing interaction of several factors. It is indicated that seven major factors affect lumber recovery: log specifications, kerf width (the width of a
notch or groove made by a saw), sawing variation, product mix, management decision making, maintenance equipment and sawing method (Steele, 1984). Knowing the variables that affects lumber recovery in general can unravel the factors present in a specific mill. Therefore the optimization of the process requires accurate measurement, positioning and transport of logs, cants and boards during processing, as well as optimum sawing decisions and narrow kerf accurate sawing (Szymani, 1995).

Log properties

Log as a natural material has many features. Almost all logs can be different due to heterogeneous structure, species diversity, defects. Each feature effects all sawmill operation factors such as sawing machine types, saw blade properties, cutting patterns etc. Therefore small sawmills usually accepts logs only limited criteria such as coniferous species, max. 25 cm in diameter etc., while bigger sawmills sort the logs according to common features that are usually tree species, diameter, length and quality.

Sorting is useful stock tracking and to find suitable log for production. Many large sawmills invest stock tracking and automatic log sorting systems (Figure 3).

( Below) Stock tracking system (Campbell, 2013)

All log features and also potential defects should be determined and measured before sorting and sawing. Especially determining the size and location of defects is crucial to evaluating the potential yield and value of logs (Berglund, 2014). Because log characteristics and defects vary in size, shape and type, making them difficult to identify and classify. Defects, such as sawn-knot stubs, rotten knots, surface distortion, holes, cracks, gauges, branch sprouts, swelling, worm holes and animal damage are imperfections that decrease wood value and utility (Thomas and Thomas, 2013).

Non-destructive evaluation (NDE) methods that defined as determining physical and/or mechanical properties of a material without defects or changing end-use properties by Pelerin and Ross (1994) have been used in wood industry. Visual grading, one of the NDE technique, is used in sawmills. It considers surface properties of a log like knot diameter, outer shape, annual rings, checks etc. However Sohrabi (2013) indicates that most sawmills optimize their log cutting processes by only considering the external shape of logs and the information regarding the desired final products with no knowledge about any internal defects in the logs. Because the defects are three-dimensional, they continue into the log and change internal properties. Berglund (2014) indicates that since the position of internal features such as knots cannot be precisely determined, it is only possible to maximize the volume of the sawn timber produced.

All information about the external and internal features of each sawlog required to be obtained in order to improve the quality and value of the sawn products. Because of this reason, visual grading technique should be improved or other NDE techniques should be tried for the best yields.

Conventional way to determine the quality of a log is by inspecting surface and ends visually. The rules defined by standards (e.g. TS 276 (1980)) are based on measuring log and defect shape. Volume, distortion and only visible defects on surface as knot diameter, check length, rot area etc. can be
evaluated by the standards. But logs and also defects are three-dimensional, visible properties cannot evaluate effectively internal properties. Only a few standards as BS 4978 (2007), improved alternative prediction method to evaluate inner defects for grading lumbers. In this standard, three-dimensional knot volume is estimated through visible diameter of knot and annual ring direction. Lumbers are classified by measuring of projection area of knot volume on cross-section (Figure 4) (Görgün, 2013).

Figure 4. Example of knot estimation in BS 4978 standard (2007)

Scientific studies on NDE methods continue to determine for more and “deeply” information about logs and defects (Figure 5).

Figure 5. Some images from computed tomography about knot appearance inside logs (a- Scots Pine, b- Norway Spruce) (Johansson, 2013)

Sawing process

Process is a whole with raw material, equipment, production techniques and employees. Therefore choosing the best option in primary log breakdown process is related to log properties, customer requirements, sawmill technology and employees.

At this stage, sawmill operator should decide the best option based on these variables. If information about the external and internal features of each sawlog can be obtained, the whole breakdown process e.g. sawing, trimming and edging boards can be simulated and optimized according to requirements.

Decision making process for sawing

The decisions of sawmill operator significantly affect lumber recovery. The heterogeneous structure of the raw material require the sawing operators to make thousands of decisions every day. Fatigue, lack of knowledge, ability or carelessness can cause to make improper decisions. In some cases, so many variables must be considered in such a short time that even the best operator finds it impossible to make optimum decisions (Steele, 1984). For example, generally sawmill products can be classified into two categories: High-value products, especially high quality lumber pieces and low-value products, such as slabs, wood chips, saw dust and residual bark which were described "waste" whileom. Developing technology created occasion to low-value products to supply other sectors of the forestry industry, including the pulp and paper, pellet and biofuel industries (Sohrabi, 2013). The most important thing at this stage is which product group will be chosen. When the management policy was defined on this point, other sawing decisions come into the forefront.

Although there are a large number of classifications for log sawing patterns, they can be categorized into three general groups. "Live-sawing" is sawing with a breaking cut, "Cant (prism) sawing" is sawing side boards and slabs at first and sawing other side boards and centre boards with turning the prism 90°. The sawing stage of cant sawing is typically broken down into two separate steps. First, logs are cut into large flat pieces called cants. The cant will be broken down into lumber pieces through a specific sawing machine such as gang saw. In addition to the resulting lumber pieces, the remaining parts called flitches, are produced. These flitches may go on to the edger, trimmer or re-sawing stages in which dimensional lumber pieces can be produced (Sohrabi, 2013). In Swedish sawmill industry, this process standardized according to dimensions and sawn place
from log. Thinner boards (side board) are sawn outer area of log, while thicker boards (center board) are sawn middle area of log (Figure 6) (Fredriksson, 2014). In sawmills using band saw, products obtained at second saw have better edge quality. Circular saw can generate saw kerf on the boards.

"Quarter sawing" is sawing logs to obtain lumber with angel of annual rings to wider surface on cross-section is bigger than 45°. Each cutting method has its own distinct advantages and disadvantages based on its applicability to large or domestic sawmills, production speed, production cost, ability to produce high quality lumber, shape of logs and degree of mechanization (How et al., 2007).

Developments in sawmilling technology enable computers to make many of these difficult decisions (Steele, 1984). Cutting optimizer, a computer program, then calculates the best cutting pattern among all available patterns, the one that results in maximum lumber value (or another purpose) with reference to a set of lumber prices (known as a “price list”) (Sohrabi, 2013).

The programs use mathematical models to calculate best computer-aided sawing strategies for primary log breakdown optimization. The most of models involving sawing optimization use "Dynamic Programming" principles (Tejavibulya, 1982; Todoroki and Ronnqvist, 1997; Reinders and Hendriks, 1989). In addition, heuristic algorithms such as the "Genetic Algorithm" are also being used (Cook and Wolfe, 1991; Sohrabi, 2013). A number of simulation software packages such as SIMSAW (Singmin and NTRI, 1978), Best Opening Face (BOF) (Lewis, 1985), AUTOSAW (Todoroki, 1990), SAW3D (Zeng, 1991), SAW3DG (Zeng, 1995), SAWSIM (URL2, 2006) etc. were used to increase lumber recovery and to improve management decision-making stage (Figure 7).

Each program has distinctive capabilities with regards to log representation, internal defect considerations and the flexibility of the log breakdown procedures (Todoroki and Ronnqvist, 1999).

One of these programs, The Best Opening Face (BOF) system is based on the fact that the position of the first saw line determines the lumber recovery from the log and that proper placement of this saw line can assure optimum lumber recovery. Results showed that BOF increases lumber yield by shifting the pattern within the log, giving a better geometric fit of lumber (rectangular solids) inside the log (truncated cone) (Figure 8) (Lewis, 1985).
In Turkey, "KORKUT Yield Optimization Program" was developed with using maximum yield theory and its equations. The results of the study showed that the yield with optimization program can make important changes in the income for the user and supply countrywide economical development (Figure 9) (Korkut, 2003).

Also software packages helped to show sawing process and it gave some advantages. Previously operators had been choosing minimum diameter for truncated cone shape of log due to lumber length problem. As shown in Figure 10., actually maximum diameter is more proper in terms of utilizing all volume.

Many programs suppose the logs as if its cross-section is circular, the surface is smooth and free from defects. But log as a natural material can has several distortion and defects. "The Marcus Wallenberg Prize 2016" winner Alexander Katsevich and Microtec CEO Federico Giudiceandrea (2011; 2012) developed CT scanner and Maxicut sawing optimization program combination to solve this problem (URL3, 2016). It is indicated that a potential increase of 20 to 25 percent is possible if all the advantages of having access to the internal features of the timber are realized with band speed of up to 180 meters per minute (Figure 11) (URL4, 2016). In this technology, log is scanned to detect defects (a) (At Figure 11, each color symbolizes different defect: Blue is fissure, red is dead knot while yellow is sound knot) Then proper sawing pattern is positioned on right angle in the log according to maximization of value, yield etc. (b). And finally quality grade and price of each lumber is determined (c).

At the second stage, positioning is the most critical process to optimizing output. Berglund (2014) indicates that log position effects yield according to log defects or produced lumber properties. If the log is positioned in such a way that it results in sawn timber with good appearance or high strength, the value of the sawn timber and the sawmill profitability can be increased.
Sawing techniques and equipment

The log position can be aligned with saw in three different ways, by rotational offsets (a), skew (b) and parallel (c) as shown in Figure 12.

In sawmills, log is positioned by log carriage in band saws, while log conveyor or cylinders in circular saws as shown in Figure 13.

Some shape defects do not allow using standardized sawing diagrams and equipment. Therefore, advanced sawing methods and equipment have been grown with technological developments. In some sawmills, angle of bandsaws and log carriages can change which more sensitive to adjust.

"Curve sawing" technique were developed in Scandinavia, follows the natural curvature (or sweep) of the log and results in greater yield from each cant (Szymani, 1995). This means that the saw blades follow the curvature of the log with conveyor as illustrated in Figure 15.
Figure 15. Curve sawing process: (a) shows view above the log and (b) shows horns down position, the log is positioned in front of the first saw so that the largest curvature is directed upwards (Fredriksson, 2014).

Moreover, this technique can be performed only with movable hooks on log carriages in the bandsaws (Figure 16).

Figure 16. Curved log handling in band saw (URL6, 2016)

Although constitutively the bandsaws have two type (horizontal and vertical), only Robichaud (1975) compared their characteristics. It is reported that kerf and sawing precision values for four horizontal and four vertical bandsaws were compared and found no significant difference between the machines (Steele et al., 1992). However, it can have some differences while performing the sawing process. For example, cracking is reported (Özen, 1982) nearly at the end of log while sawing thick boards with vertical band saws and some supports can be used (Figure 17). But horizontal bandsaws don't need supporters because of pieces can be get without "falling" (Figure 18).

Figure 17. Supporters for slabs in vertical bandsaws (URL7, 2016)

Figure 18. Horizontal log sawing machine (URL8, 2016)

Although Robichaud (1975) says the exact opposite, with technological improvements, some differences of horizontal band saws can be summarized that:

- More sensitive to adjust the log and to take the boards,
- More effective curve sawing process with mobile wheels,
- Thinner boards can sawn with well-adjusted and well-whetted saws (Burdurlu, 1995),
- Easier to setup and use in sawmills or forest areas,
- Thinner blades can be used due to less sawing strains etc.

Saw blade thickness has important role in primary log breakdown process, because it affects quantity yield. Band saw is thinner than circular saw and frame saw, which results less saw kerf width and a greater quantity yield. When considered the energy, net cutting power of sawing is in proportion with the saw kerf width, the individual net energy normative are also smaller. With proper saw blade preparation and corresponding parameters of sawing, the
quality of the sawn surface is better and there is significantly less edge tear-out than would be the case if the frame saw were used (Istvanic et. al, 2009).

Nevertheless, major considerations in any attempt to optimize saw design are saw vibration and stability during operation. At present, the trend is to apply high "strain" and to use computerized monitoring of band saw displacements and control of feed speed. The CETEC bandmill incorporates a double column narrow configuration bandmill with an automatic control of positioning and tensioning of the saw (Szymani, 1990).

From a sawmill perspective, more capacity and productivity increment can be required. Some sawmills using band saw can use two-sided blades (Figure 19) which enables sawing while log carriage return. On the other hand, capacity can be increased with adding second band saw to behind (tandem) or to near (twin). But process of these machines have minor differences. When the first board was sawn at first band saw in tandem, sawing the second board wouldn't have finished. It waits moving away of second board on conveyor. During the waiting, log moves front and back repeatedly to prevent burning board surface (Figure 20). Additionally some equipment for increasing capacity can be added as seen in Figure 21. They can gain extra time edging and trimming in primary breakdown process.

Figure 19. Two-sided band saw

Figure 20. Double Bandsaws Types (Left) Twin (URL7, 2016), (Right) Waiting in Tandem (URL9, 2016)

Figure 21. (Left) Saw guides to predetermine saw line with laser, (Right) HELLE Scragg With Vertical Edgers (URL10, 2016)

Conclusion

Log is invaluable raw material and its ecological and economical importance has been increasing day by day and also this situation has been reflecting on solid wood industry. Thereby primary log breakdown process that can be described as first step of log sawing processing has been becoming more and more important.

Engineers or operators can evaluate some techniques and equipment mentioned in this study according to circumstance. For Turkey, prices and supply problems seriously affect to perform all of them. And company owners or decision-makers don't invest in all cases according to technical truths. Whereas quality and yield should be in the first plan together with economic developments. For example, a limited increment (e.g. %3) at yield can provide a remarkable recovery. It can be easily explained when comparing the prices. Pine sawlog price is app. 300 €/m³, while a Teak is app. 14000 €/m³ in Turkey.

However a few large-scale sawmills at West Black Sea Area in Turkey have been increasing the investments and they can
compete with other global companies at especially with some hardwoods and domestic tree species. But these investments and developments should start from lower level and should be improved step by step due to financial situation.

Many NDE systems have been developed and implemented for the NDE of wood products in a myriad of applications before, during, and after processing from logs to finished wood products (Dündar and Divos, 2014). But with this technology, it has been studied especially on prediction of lumber properties in Turkey (Dündar et al., 2012; Kol and Yalçın, 2015; İçel and Beram, 2016). However it is suggested that these studies can continue with accumulation of knowledge for aiding decision-making period in primary log breakdown process.
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